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Focus of this talk 

We now know a lot about changing the ‘clinical micro-system’

Less about broader systems within and between organisations

The NHS still often has a muddled model for change and spread 
of new ideas:

• Simplistic ideas about scale and pace

• Understanding the importance of context

• Identifying the active ingredient when copying 
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Starting point

Every system is perfectly designed to achieve the results it gets

Understanding the design principles helps with creating new 
designs and with spread

Some of our current design rules are not very good…..
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Odd design rules

• Organise around:

• Medical disciplines not patient problems

• Individual events not patient journeys

• Separate primary and home care from hospital care

• The sickest patients see the most junior doctor

• Batch and queue systems 

• Outpatient care as patient storage
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Outpatients in the 1920s
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Do you have suggestions about current design rules that are 
odd, out of date or just wrong?

Patient/ clinician

Department

Cross-organisation

System
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New design principles

Some that are already known:

• Standardise where appropriate 
• “Design in response to variety” not “standardise and streamline to 

control it”

• Centralise where necessary, decentralise where possible

• Evidence in both directions is often overstated and distorted
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New design principles: Purposeful design

Purposefully focus on the design and improvement of the system:

• Remove unnecessary complexity 

• Focus on continuous improvement 

• Develop skills and leadership to support this 

• Apply improvement science approaches to system design 
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Understand demand not just activity

• Work from what is needed not what is currently provided

• Shift from managing demand to understanding purpose & 
value 

• Match the offer to what is valued - What matters to me?

“The redesign a diabetes pathway is a totally different proposition from 
understanding what help people with diabetes need in their lives, then 
designing in response to that” 

With thanks to Andy Brogan
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Complexity
of care situation

All care situations

Typical structure
of traditional

delivery system

Care situations
ordered by
complexity
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Complexity
of care situation

All care situations

Typical structure
of traditional

delivery system

Care situations
ordered by
complexity

Situations handled
by an overqualified

and too costly system

Situations handled
by an underqualified
or overloaded system
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Match services to need

Develop the capability to match services to the complexity of 
patient needs:

• Multidisciplinary teams including social care and mental health 

• Capture the benefits of generalists and specialists

• Providing specialist advice more widely across the system 

• Reduce care coordination challenges and hand-offs by multi-
skilling professionals and care workers  

• Develop systems that solve the problem not provide a 
precooked solution or pass the problem on
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Patient  defined value

Requires some new approaches:

• Goal based care

• Shared decision making 

• Patient activation 

• Changes in consultation style 

• Patients with read-write and 
control access notes 
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Understand need and demand at a population level

Understand the population’s health needs and match services to 
patient/user characteristics based on need and risk. :

• Registries

• Shared assessment processes

• Proactive care to anticipate need

• New ways to target and work with different populations 

• Differentiated offers to different segments
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Focus on flow rather than task optimisation

• Align different parts of the system and the pace at which they work 

• Match capacity to demand 

• Separate different types of process flow from each other. 

• Focus on the interfaces, the transmission of information and 
standardisation of processes, equipment, communication, etc.   

• Availability of senior decision maker at the front end of the process 

• Access to alternative service choices

• Plan for every patient – make & execute decisions

• Etc.
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Specialisation and generalism

Rebalance specialist and generalist skills 

• Treat the whole patient

• Escalate quickly where necessary 
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Networks

Networks as a key organising principle – this has some profound 
implications:

• Removing the effects of distance with technology 

• Tiered services based on need and risk and easy transfer 
between parts of the network

• Focus on knowledge sharing and QI across the network

• Clear accountability for outcomes 

• Focus on relationships more than structures
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Build systems that restore joy in practice

Design work that has meaning and purpose

Continuity matters for patients and clinicians

Work systems should allow staff control over their work flow

Foster productive and psychologically safe team work
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Communities

Work with the resources of the wider community

• Help the wider community to build its strength, inclusivity and 
resilience

• Community development approaches

• Don’t try and control it

• Don’t use it to do things statutory services should be doing 
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Over to you: what might be some other new design rules

Patient/ clinician

Department

Cross-organisation

System
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Rethinking the outpatient model

• Problem based multispecialty clinics

• Advice by phone and web, board round models & CPD 

• E-clinics

• Hot clinics 

• Tiered services, streamed clinics 

• Integrated services e.g. MSK 

• One stop models 

• Routing straight to diagnostics

• New approaches to follow up

• More intelligent approaches to consultant-consultant referral 
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Primary care

• Scale and networks 

• Longer appointments

• Care planning and case management 

• Special focus on frailty and care homes 

• Increased capacity, diagnostics & specialist support

• Redesign of the skill mix

• Standardisation between practices 

• Channel shifting – phone, web etc. 
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Changing the nature of interactions
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Management and oversight

Different approach to performance management 

New approaches to change 
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Technical 
• Problem is well defined
• Solution is known can be 

found
• Implementation is clear

Adaptive
• Challenge is complex
• To solve requires transforming 

long-standing habits and deeply 
held assumptions and values

• Involves feelings of loss, 
sacrifice, anxiety, betrayal to 
values

• Solution requires learning and a 
new way of thinking, new 
relationships

• Triggers avoidance of 
uncomfortable issues

What sort of change
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